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To Percy Matheson	Dale Lodge, Private Hotel,
Grasmere, English Lafes
April 25, 1929, till May 2nd
at any rate
my dear percy,
I think I generally answer your letters fairly quickly,
and you will have been surprised to hear nothing this time.
But (a) I lost your letter; (£) I was busy; (c) I thought
you would like the taste of a letter coming from our
beloved Lakes! so I waited. We came up here with
Hamer* of the Trust last Saturday, and I had three busy
days with him inspecting and interviewing and consider-
ing reports and suggestions. In fact the only drawback to
coming here now is tha.t it is not exactly a holiday, or not
entirely; for so many people want to make so many sug-
gestions—or at any rate to be polite to me—that one
doesn't feel free as one does abroad. But I am delighted to
be here again, and though it is cold we have wonderful
weather. Gordon Wordsworth, with whom Sarah and
I had tea yesterday (after walking along Loughrigg
Terrace) says this is the best moment to be here: tie
colours of the winter are still on the hills, and though the
monotonous green of summer has not begun yet you have
some green in the fresh larches and thorns and beeches,
and then there is cherry blossom everywhere, and many
daffodils ajid anemones (especially in the wood near
Friar's Crag which belongs to us) ... We saw Selincourt2
on Sunday at tea at Allan Bank. (Other tea invitations we
have rejected for freedom's sake.) We talked of many
things including the Professorship,3 which I am glad he
got, though I have not yet seen his Lecture. The matter
of it is sure to be good.
1 Mr. S. H. Hamer, at that time Secretary to the National Trust.
5 Ernest de Selincourt,  Professor of English Literature at Birmingham
University.
8 The Professorship of Poetry at Oxford.

